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General Pathology: Homeostasis, Adaptation and Disease
Part (2): Adaptation and disease
Introduction:
-

-

Homeostasis refers to the process by which the body responds to external changes (see
General Pathology: Homeostasis, Adaptation and Disease Part (1): Homeostasis). For
example, there may be no food or water available for hours. These are expected
challenges and the body can maintain the proper environment for function (i.e. its
dynamic range) using physiologic responses. Homeostatic mechanisms are most
commonly the autonomic nervous system and the endocrine system.
Stressor refers to a demand on the system that exceeds the homeostatic response. This
can be due to the severity of the stress or to its long time frame. To cope with a
stressor, the cells of a tissue must change their structure, even to the point of becoming
a different cell. This is called adaptation and requires different proteins and therefore a
genetic signal and change. The commonest adaptive signal is a cytokine.

Progression of chronic disease from adaptation to failure
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If the stressor can be removed, as might be seen with a heart valve replacement, then
the organ can revert back to normal.
If the adaptation is adequate for a mild stressor, then the disease might become stable,
although the organ performs at a lower level of function.
With a severe stressor, there is progressive disease. Continued homeostatic and
adaptive signaling, for example catecholamines and IL-1 in the heart, cause
inflammation and fibrosis, with apoptosis of cardiac myocytes. Fibrosis is considered
irreversible. progression leads to organ failure, typically when there is <20-30% of
normal function left. Death usually ensues within months.

Adaptive changes at the organ, cell and molecular levels.
-

-
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Organ adaptations:
A. Adults cannot redesign a failing organ, only expand existing compartments.
These include:
 Increasing vasculature
 Alterations in the extracellular matrix
B. Most changes reflect an increased organ size from cellular changes like
hyperplasia and hypertrophy.
Cellular adaptations:
A. Hyperplasia: an increase in cell number
 Labile cells increase by increasing their rate of division. Stable cells
require growth factors to come out their G0 resting state and then
proliferation.
 Growth factors include
• Hormones: e.g. estrogen → endometrium (proliferative phase)
• Mechanical: e.g. epidermis → callus formation
• Immune: e.g. Il-17/21/23 → epidermis (psoriasis)
• Chemicals: e.g. cigarette smoke → bronchial mucous gland
(COPD)
B. Hypertrophy: an increase in cell size
 This happens in all stimulated cells, but the term is used in those organs
with cells that cannot divide, cardiac myocytes and neurons.
• Both of these organs require end to end connection of cells, so
that simply adding more cells cannot replace lost function.
• Adaptive hypertrophy of the heart is called remodeling.
C. Atrophy: a decrease in size and number.
 Etiologies include:
• Hormones: e.g. ↓prolactin in lactation
• Innervation: e.g. skeletal muscle after spinal cord transection
(paraplegia)
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Disuse: e.g. skeletal muscle in a cast
Ischemia: e.g. skin of lower leg with occlusion of popliteal artery
Nutrition: all organs in starvation
Pressure: hydronephrosis of kidney with increased pressure in the
ureter.
Mechanisms of atrophy:
• Molecular breakdown:
o Ubiquitination to proteasome. This is a homeostatic
mechanism.
• Autophagy:
o Catabolism of protein aggregates and organelles.
o There are 3 mechanisms:
 Macroautophagy: joining of a phagophore with a
lysosome
 Microautophagy: aggregates directly enter the
lysosome
 Chaperone-mediated autophagy: aggregates are
trafficked to the lysosome by specific chaperones
such as hsp-70.
•
•
•
•
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o Macroautophagy is regulated by survival pathways involving
mTOR and AMP-K.
o In times of physiologic abundance, mTOR and AMP-K inhibit
ULK, a kinase that expands the phagophore.

o Metaplasia: the replacement of a fully differentiated cell by another type of cell
o Change in cell phenotype occurs at the stem cell level.
o The metaplastic cell is more resistant to the stressor in the environment.
o There is some degree of reversibility if the stressor is removed.
o Metaplasia is inherently unstable and will show an increased risk of neoplasia
over years.
o Important metaplasias in clinical medicine:
Organ
Stressor
Esophagus Acid reflux
Stomach
Bronchus
Bladder
Cervix

H. pylori
Cigarette
smoke
S. hematobium
Ectropion of
puberty

Adaptative metaplasia
Intestinal (Barrett
mucosa)
Goblet cell
Squamous
Squamous
Squamous

1. Small cell carcinoma, 2. Non-small cell lung cancer

Neoplasia
Adenocarcinoma of the
distal esophagus
Adenocarcinoma
Central carcinoma (SCC1
& NSCLC2)
Squamous cell carcinoma
of bladder
HPV-related carcinoma
of cervix

Dysplasia versus metaplasia
Dysplasia is a disordered growth with nuclear atypia caused by chromosomal
mutations. It is considered a premalignant condition. There is some degree of
reversibility, especially when the dysplasia is of mild degree.
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Disease
-

-

-

Definition: a decrease in function that impairs an individual’s desired integration into
their environment.
• There is a significant cultural component in this definition. For example, the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Psychiatric Disorders (DSM) considered
homosexuality a “paraphilia” or abnormal sexual interest until 1973. In 1980,
homosexuality was called “ego-dystonic homosexuality” if the person was
distressed by their orientation. By 1987, homosexuality was dropped entirely as
a mental disorder.
Chronic progressive disease can occur when there is inadequate compensation for a
stressor.
Any stressor that is severe enough and prolonged enough will lead to an inflammatory
response. Over time, chronic inflammation inevitably leads to fibrosis and loss of
parenchymal cells to apoptosis.
As a general rule, when an organ’s function decreases to less than 20-30% of normal,
clinical failure will ensue.
Failure is defined as the inability of an organ to maintain homeostasis at rest. This is
different than mild to severe disease. In the latter, the patient will have symptoms only
in situations with increased demand. When the demand is removed, the patient
becomes asymptomatic.

A
B

-
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C

In the figure, there are 3 different patient conditions for what is a single pathology:
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A. Functional reserve: while there is underlying pathology, the patient is unaware
as the compensation is adequate and there are no symptoms. Diagnosis requires
screening testing.
B. Mild to severe disease: the patient experiences symptoms when there is
additional demand on the organ. When the demand decreases, the patient is
asymptomatic. If it takes marked demand to elicit symptoms, this is called “mild
disease”. When symptoms occur with mild increase in demand, this is called
“severe disease”. Testing requires increased demand to elicit symptoms,
clinically called “stress testing”.
C. Failure: the patient has symptoms at rest. Each organ system has a characteristic
symptoms for failure (e.g. for liver failure it is mental changes) and a defining
test.

See Appendix 1 for the symptoms and testing
for each organ’s testing for disease and failure.
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General Pathology: Homeostasis, Adaptation and Disease
Part (2): Adaptation and disease
Do You Know It?
1. Define the following terms:
a. Homeostasis
b. Stressor
c. Adaptation
d. Disease
2. Describe the following adaptations and give examples:
a. Hyperplasia
b. Hypertrophy
c. Atrophy
d. Metaplasia
3. What is the autophagy?

4. Fill in the table of important metaplasias:
Organ
Stressor
Esophagus
Stomach
Bronchus
Bladder
Cervix

Adaptative metaplasia

Neoplasia

5. How does a severe or prolonged stressor lead to organ failure?
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